
Mango Medium-Fidelity Prototype 
README 
The prototype can be found at 
http://web.stanford.edu/class/cs147/projects/crowd_power/mango/ 
 
In order to work through the medium-fidelity prototype of Mango, please click on the 
buttons that seem most reasonable to you and explore the product.  If at any point you 
find yourself lost, just click around until you see the Marvel button cues (they will 
flash in blue) and click on the one you find most interesting. While using the 
application, you should go from setup, to inviting friends, to brainstorming, to final 
itinerary. 
 
Mango is designed to run in a web browser, not a mobile platform, hence the lack of a 
mobile frame around the prototype. 
 
Many things are hard-coded into this demo, including, but not limited to: Amy Saper’s 
gmail account, invited friends, selected events, search options, and final itinerary. We 
allow the user to click on various input boxes that will lead to the input boxes being 
auto-filled. There is also no functionality for dragging and dropping. Thus, in our “Setup 
Schedule” screen, we allow users to click on “Go Wine Tasting” and then click on a spot on 
“Tuesday” to place it there, allowing us to mimic a dragging and dropping interface. There 
is unfortunately no option for typing in custom input to the medium-fi prototype at this 
time. 

http://web.stanford.edu/class/cs147/projects/crowd_power/mango/
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Value Prop, Problem & Solution Overview

Mango is a responsive web application that makes 
it easy for friends to coordinate group travel and 

collaborate on itineraries



Tasks

1. Simple: Sign-in and set up 

trip details (dates and 

destination)

2. Medium: Enter emails and 

invite participants to 

collaborate

3. Complex: Add trip ideas and 

drag and drop on calendar



Revised Interface design



Revised Task Flow

Lo-Fi:

1. Brainstorm activities
2. Vote & organize 

activities into calendar
3. View itinerary and enjoy 

your trip

Medium-Fi:

1. Trip setup
2. Invite friends
3. Idea generation into 

calendar



Big Revision 1: 
More Pictures

Provide a greater glimpse 
into the experience



More Pictures - Landing Page

Lo-Fi: Medium-Fi:

Use of additional photos



More Pictures - Idea Generation Into 
Calendar
Lo-Fi: Medium-Fi:

Use of additional photos



More Pictures - Add Friends
Lo-Fi: Medium-Fi:

Use of additional photos



Big Revision 2: 
Deemphasize 

View Itinerary

Create greater focus on 
trip planning



Deemphasize View Itinerary

Lo-Fi: Medium-Fi:

Reduced the significance of the view 
itinerary page, because we wanted to 
emphasize the other features



Big Revision 3: 
Emphasize add 

Friends

Emphasis on people and 
friends



Emphasize Add Friends
Lo-Fi: Medium-Fi:

Adding friends is now its own page



Task 1: Sign-in and set up trip



Task 2: Invite friends



Task 3: Brainstorm Ideas, Add to Calendar
Brainstorm

Add to Cal



Prototype overview



Marvel & 
Sketch

➔ Sketch is much simpler 
to use than Photoshop

➔ Sketch & Marvel plugin 
is seamless

➔ Marvel makes it easy to 
create workflows



Limitations & 
Tradeoffs

➔ Hard to mock up full 
invite flow via email, 
accepting invites

➔ Navigation post initial 
sign-up is difficult 

➔ Potentially lacking a 
default home page, for 
post trip set-up logins

➔ Cannot actually type 
into Marvel



Hard Coded 
Features

➔ Amy’s Google account
➔ Location (Patagonia) 

and corresponding 
photo

➔ Emails of friends invited
➔ Event options
➔ Final itinerary



Additional prototype 
screenshot: 
Visual display of “View 
Itinerary”


